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Half a milllion Californians could lose their health care
under Obamacare next year

More attitude from the Chronicle's token
conservative columnist.
By Debra J. Saunders, Read Bio

Posted on October 25, 2013 | By dsaunders@sfchronicle.com (Debra J. Saunders)
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This Kaiser Health News story has been reverberating across the Internet because it starts to put
together the numbers of private health-plan insureds who are receiving cancellations. (This is a
small group of Californians; a majority get their health care through employer plans, Medicare or
MediCal.) I’ve written about the issue here and here. From the story:
Florida Blue, for example, is terminating about 300,000 policies, about 80 percent of its
individual policies in the state. Kaiser Permanente in California has sent notices to
160,000 people – about half of its individual business in the state. Insurer Highmark in
Pittsburgh is dropping about 20 percent of its individual market customers, while
Independence Blue Cross, the major insurer in Philadelphia, is dropping about 45 percent.
On Forbes’ Avik Roy’s blog, Josh Archambault crunched the numbers and concluded, “More
Americans in 3 States Have Had Their Insurance Canceled Under Obamacare than have filed an
exchange account in all 50.”
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According to this link as of December 2012, there were 491,977 covered lives in individual health
care plans regulated by the state Department Insurance that are not grandfathered under the
Affordable Care Act. (If they bought a plan after March 2010, their coverage is not
grandfathered.) This is a 2012 number, but if the number of people with private coverage hasn’t
changed much in the last ten months, that’s half a million Californians who will lose their
coverage. According to this link (hit the Enrollment Summary Report) from the state
office that regulates managed care providers, there were about 50,000 individual and 60,000 PPO
policies that were not grandfathered at the end of the year, which would add another 110,000.
(Department of Managed Health Care has not returned my call to confirm these number. In that
stories report that Kaiser sent out cancellation notices to 160,000, this number seems low to
me.) Either way, you get to 600,000 or more.
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Forget President Obama’s 2009 promise, “Nothing in this plan will require you or your employer to
change the coverage or the doctor you have.” It’s not true.
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California Association of Health Plans president Pat Johnston told me that by law providers must
cancel non-grandfathered individual policies. (It is my understanding some folks will lose their
coverage at year’s end, others might be able to extend into 2014 through the end of a covered
year.) This probably means premiums hikes for people who “not only were they healthy, they also
probably were very savvy shoppers.” This is a small corner of the insurance market; others may
well save money under the Affordable Care Act. But for the people kicked off their individual
California plans, Johnston said, it may well be that ”if you’re outside that subsidy range, you’re on
your own.”
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BLOGROLL

What is apparent is the right has no idea to replace ACA with at all. None. Zilch. Nada.
The ideology of no, cruising in neutral, hoping to get to a mythic past. Somehow
someway.
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crnaford Rank 0

View Mobile Site

I am Self Employed and have a premium Kaiser Policy on an individual plan for which I
will be paying 2500 a month next year. Currently I pay 2400. This is a Grand fathered
plan. I have been invited to keep the plan. Kaiser is also on my choice list for
Obamacare plans and their Platinum plan would cost me only 2100 a month. The main
difference is an increase in Max out of pocket per year for a family of 4 from 5000
annually to 8000 annually. Blue shield and Blue Cross PPOs are being ... » more
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Orangebee Rank 2226
Obama promised that no one would lose a health care plan that they liked. Oops!
Like Reply Share

13 hours ago 2 Likes

crnaford Rank 0
@Orangebee I approve of someone holding the insurance industry feet to
the fire to make them cover pre existing conditions and not have lifetime
maximums etc. If those plans are being canceled there are others out there
that are better. Just because you like something doesn't mean it is good
for you. How many people who currently have health plans that they like
might come up against a lifetime maximum they never new they had if they
get Cancer for instance?
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cntrlscrutnizer Rank 539
Democrats HATED Bush's Medicare plan D.But after it was made into LAW(as the
ACA is now)-the Dems HELPED IMPLEMENT THE PROGRAM.Complaints about
OBRROMNEYCARE have NOTHING to do with health care - and EVERYTHING to do
with the Repubs hatred of Obama.Ostriches.
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see_span Rank 117
Just say anything, Debra. If it sounds believable, the GOPers will take it in. It doesn't
need to be the truth ... or anywhere close.
Like Reply Share
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klokeid Rank 1211
@see_span Yes it does sound believable. Insurance companies are
reporting the information. Why would you not believe that they are
canceling policies? Ideological blindness?
Like Reply Share

17 hours ago 0 Likes

crnaford Rank 0
@klokeid I do believe that insurers are canceling policies and that they are
either using loopholes in the new law which allow them to do this or they
are required to cancel non comforming policies. Either way there are
choices out there that for the most part will be better policies. I will be
paying less for my ACA policy than for my equivalent current policy
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foodfoodfood Rank 2107
We are going to see a raft of hospital bankruptcies. Sequestration has cost them over
$11billion and the ACA is going to cost them many billions more. Washington does
not seem to be even talking about reordering finances to solve sequestration. Around
50% of hospital costs are payroll and these will be and are being cut first. When that is
on the bone bankruptcy is the nest option. Our once world-class medical system has
truly been turned into hell.
Don't get sick. Go vegan, don't ride ...

» more
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crnaford Rank 0
@cntrlscrutnizer I agree, personal Bankruptcy in this country due to
medical issues lead the pack as to reasons for Bunkruptcy. Obamacare is
far from perfect but will greatly improve protection to people who cant
afford insurance now or who are locked into undesireable policies because
of pre existing conditions
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Bc99 Rank 1797
@snippie I opt to stiff the hospital and not pay the penalty, it's easy, thanks
to suckers like you.
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qawagstaff Rank 1129
Time will tell, but so far it doesn't look good. $684 million for a web site that doesn't
work is not a good indicator of things to come.
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Fontana Rank 0
@qawagstaff -True, the overall goal of the plan and the details are in
dispute with each other. This is what happens when a crony of the FLOTUS
obtains a no bid contract and the right hand doesn't know what the left
hand is doing.
Like Reply Share
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Fontana Rank 0
@fbseagull -Even Dianne Feinstein wants it delayed, she signed the letter
with the other 9 senators.
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Bc99 Rank 1797
This might be a blessing in disguise. I have avoided health insurance for 10 years now,
using a trick I learned from my Mexican neighbor family. If I get sick, I just go into any
ER and claim to be broke or undocumented. If an admin challenges you just start
talking gibberish. They must treat you, its the law!
Now the great thing about obamacare, is that if you want or need more care for your
injury or sickness, you can just sign up for it in october during open enrollment,
since ... » more
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snippie Rank 95
@Bc99 It will be a real hoot when you break something or have an
unpleasant diagnoses months before the next open enrollment. Good luck
with that!
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Bc99 Rank 1797
@snippi I guess you don't read so let me repeat it for you slowly: just walk
into any emergency room.. They have to treat you. I've already done that
once for me and three times for my kids. Any chollo worth his salsa knows
that.
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davester Rank 1564
This is an utterly bogus article. The hurdle for existing plans to be grandfathered is
very low. They don't have to meet all the ACA requirements for new plans. The
primary issue is that they can't have annual and lifetime limits on coverage and they
must dispense with abusive recission clauses. What this means is that the plans that
are being discontinued are garbage. What use is a plan that has an annual or lifetime
limit. If you get truly ill (say cancer, emphysema, heart attack) or run down ... » more
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Fontana Rank 0
@cntrlscrutnizer -Except that CBS and CNN are reporting the exact same
thing........
Like Reply Share
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DoIhavetoo Rank 823
@snippie - See, and here's the deal on that...
I may not "need" all that either, but what about my aging parents (hospice,
et al.) or my daughter or daughter in law (or any other female relative
between 12 & 54?). What if they need those benefits? Let's not even focus
on "community" - I have to suppose some of the "unhappy" here have
actual close family members that they may feel some degree of
responsibility or affection for? By providing a wider range of services,
covering many ages and ... » more
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snippie Rank 95
Most of the cuts are because people had plans too insufficient to meet the basic
points of coverage required by ACA. If they didn't need any of those things before,
they were lucky, and now they won't go bankrupt when/if they have a catastrophic
illness or injury.
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squabtaco Rank 69
@snippie I can decide for myself what I want from insurance I'm paying for.
Just because the government says it's insufficient doesn't mean it is. Talk
about lies...
Like Reply Share
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see_span Rank 117
@squabtaco If a better plan is cheaper, which would you go for -- the older
more expensive one or the newer cheaper one?
Like Reply Share
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